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1 Introduction1
• isiXhosa is known to allow some quite impressive stacking of Appl, as many as three on one












‘Why does the man lock up the cattle for the farmer?’ (08/08/16)
• There are three applicative suffixes in (1), each performing different functions:
– The innermost one, -el1, makes the root val- ‘close’ mean ‘to close up’ or ‘to lock up’.
There are a couple of verbs that allow this particle-like interpretation listed by Satyo
(1985, p.196-197), and the possibility is probably not fully productive.
– The middle one, -el2, is a benefactive applicative (it’s introducing umfama ‘farmer’ in
this example).
– The final one, -el3, could be called a rationale applicative. The main way to form why
questions in isiXhosa is to have such an applicative introducing the wh-word (nto)ni
‘what’ (so that ‘why’ = ‘what for’).
1This handout reports on joint work in progress with my BU colleague Zoliswa “Zoli” Mali. The jump-
ing off point for our work was a term paper by our former undergrad student Dallas Walter, who investigated
Causative/Applicative interactions for her final project in BU’s 2016 Field Methods class, in which I was the in-
structor and Zoli was the native speaking consultant. A date next to an example refers to when it was elicited and
appears in our notes; in cases where the example was elicited by a student in the Field Methods class, the student’s
name appears next to the date.
2Glossing conventions: ‘1,2,3...15’ = noun classes of 3rd person nouns and noun-class agreement morphology,
‘1sg, 2sg, 1pl, 2pl’ = 1st and 2nd persons singular and plural, ‘appl’ = applicative, ‘caus’ = causative, ‘disj’ =
disjoint morpheme (used roughly when VP is empty save for the verb itself), ‘expl’ = expletive, ‘fv’ = final vowel (a
suffix whose allomorphy reflects certain types of inflectional information), ‘instr’ = instrumental, ‘loc’ = locative,
‘nmlz’ = nominalizer, ‘obj’ = object marker, ‘pass’ = passive, ‘perf’ = perfect, ‘pl’ = plural, ‘refl’ = reflexive, ‘sbjv’
= subjunctive, ‘subj’ = subject marker, ‘trans’ = transitive.
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(2) Proposal 1: Appl Taxonomy in isiXhosa
a. -el1 instantiates Pylkkänen’s Low Appl.
b. -el2 instantiates Pylkkänen’s High Appl.
c. -el3 instantiates what I’ll call Super High Appl, an addition to the taxonomy found
in Pylkkänen (2008)































• On the position of Super High Appl above VoiceP, see also Buell (2005) on isiZulu; also
Satyo (1985) claims that some isiXhosa speakers allow what we’re calling Super High Appl
(but no other types of Appl) to embed the passive morpheme (although my co-author Zoli
Mali does not allow this).
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• Caus˜Appl Interaction: As the following examples show, the different applicatives
have different ordering possibilities with respect to the causative suffix -is in productive
causatives.3
– It may not precede Low Appl (-el1); see (4).
– It may precede or follow High Appl (-el2); see (5) and (6), although with no apparent
meaning difference (sometimes in violation of the Mirror Principle).




















































‘Why does Themba make the man lock up the cattle for the farmer?’ (08/17/16)
3Lexicalized causatives behave somewhat differently, but in a way that the sort of analysis pursued here would
lead us to expect, I think. See section 4 for more on this.
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(8) Proposal 2: Caus˜Appl Interaction in isiXhosa
a. The productive morphological causative in isiXhosa is verb selecting in the sense of
Pylkkänen (2008) (selects something of category vP, rather than a VoiceP).
b. HighApplP "counts as" a vP in the relevant sense, but SuperHighApplP does not.
c. Mirror Principle Violations involving Caus-Appl order exist because High Appl is
sometimes a licensor rather than an argument-introducer.

































2. The isiXhosa Productive Morphological Causative is Verb-Selecting (Proposal 2a)
3. Why might HighApplP, but not SuperHighApplP, “count as” a vP? (Proposal 2b)
4. An Approach to Caus-Appl Mirror Principle Violations (Proposal 2c)
5. Semantic Sanity Check: Supporting the Taxonomy (Proposal 1 in (2))
6. Conclusion
4
2 The isiXhosa Productive Morphological Causative is Verb-
Selecting (Myler & Mali, To Appear)
• Amongst productive causative constructions, Pylkkänen (2008) distinguishes verb-selecting
causatives from phase-selecting causatives. I’ll be calling the latter Voice-selecting causatives,
following Jung (2014), Harley (2017).
• These two types are distinguished mainly with respect to properties of the causee, particu-
larly whether it patterns like a subject (in which case we have a Voice-selecting causative)
or not (in which case we have a verb-selecting causative).
• isiXhosa (Nguni, Bantu) has both periphrastic and morphological productive causative con-
structions
• The morphological causative exhibits a case alternation regarding the causee (which can be


















‘The advertizement made the boy want a toy.’ (11/14/2017)
• The periphrastic causative clearly involves embedding of a whole CP, in which the causee is













‘The advertizement made the boy want a toy.’ (11/14/2017)
• We will now see that both unmarked and instrumental causees in isiXhosa fail to act like
subjects by the following diagnostics:
– Agent-Oriented Modification
– Reflexives (which are subject-oriented in isiXhosa)
– Determining binding domains for Principle B
• We’ll also see evidence that the above diagnostics aren’t sensitive specifically to spec-TP in
isiXhosa.
• Compatible with the broader conclusion that the causative is verb-selecting, we’ll see that
it can’t embed the passive.
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2.1 Agent-Oriented Modification
• A commonly-used test for the subjecthood of the causee in causative constructions is agent-
oriented modification (Shibatani 1972; Horvath & Siloni 2011).









‘Zoli broke the glass on purpose.’ (02/06/2018)
• With respect to the morphological causatives of transitives, unmarked and oblique causees











‘Dallas [[made Zoli break the glass] on purpose].’ (02/06/2018)











‘Dallas [[made Zoli break the glass] on purpose].’ (02/06/2018)
NOT: *‘Dallas [made [Zoli break the glass on purpose]].’
















‘Dallasi made Zolij break the glass on purposei/j.’ (03/20/2018)
2.2 Reflexives
• isiXhosa reflexives are formed using a person-neutral, class-neutral, and number-neutral







‘The sick children looked after themselves.’ (08/19/2016)












‘Zoli said that the childi looked after herselfi.’
NOT: *‘Zolii said that the childj looked after heri.’ (02/28/2019)
4See Aissen 1979, pp.83, 123-128 for the use of reflexive binding possibilities to establish the subjecthood of
causees in morphological causative constructions, and Ahn 2015 for recent discussion of the pervasive subject-
orientedness of morphological reflexives cross-linguistically.
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• Causees in the morphological causative, whether oblique or not, are not capable of binding
the reflexive marker.










‘Themba made himself look after the sick children.’










‘Themba had himself looked after by the sick children.’
NOT: *‘Themba made the sick children look after themselves.’ (08/19/2016; retested
11/18/2016)
• Once again, the causee in the biclausal causative construction does pattern like a subject
for the purposes of reflexive binding (here binding by the causer is impossible–isiXhosa does













‘Themba made the sick children look after {themselves/*him}.’ (08/19/2016)
2.3 Principle B
• The causee in the morphological causative does not define a binding domain with respect
to Principle B, as one would expect if the causee were a true subject. This means that the
causer cannot be co-referent with an object marker or pronoun.
• Note that this can only really be tested with respect to the oblique causee; for reasons
discussed in Myler & Mali (To Appear), it’s not possible to have an object marker on the
verb corresponding to the theme if the causee is unmarked (this is why the final reading of
(22) is unavailable despite the fact it would not violate Principle B).









‘Thembai made him∗i/j take care of the sick children.’ (10/03/2017)
NOT *‘Thembai made the sick children look after himi.’









‘Thembai made the sick children look after himj.’ (08/19/2016)
NOT *‘Thembai made the sick children look after himi.’














‘Thembai made the sick children look after himi/j.’ (08/19/2016)
2.4 isiXhosa Subjecthood Diagnostics Do Not Target spec-TP
• An alternative interpretation of the diagnostics we’ve just seen might go as follows:
– Suppose the relevant notion of “subject” is not what occupies spec-VoiceP, but what
occupies spec-TP.
– Then, isiXhosa causatives might be VoiceP-selecting after all, and the behavior of
causees would still be explained.
• isiXhosa allows us to test this quite straightforwardly, since it allows expletive constructions
(including transitive expletive constructions) in which the external argument remains inside











‘People are coughing.’ (09/25/2019)
• There is good reason to believe that the subject stays inside the verb phrase in the expletive
construction in (26), rather than raising to spec-TP as it does in (25), triggering subject
agreement for person, number, and noun class. Notice that the verb exhibits disjoint mor-
phology in (25) (spelled out as the prefix ya- in the present tense), but not in (26).
• Some sort of disjoint-conjoint alternation is present in many Bantu languages, with the
conditioning factors varying across the family, but for Nguni languages there is a consensus
that the following generalization holds (see Buell 2005, van der Spuy 1993; the formulation
here is taken in adapted form from Halpert 2015, p. 122, modified to conform with our
terminology).
(27) Conjoint-disjoint generalization:
Conjoint (∅ in present tense): appears when VoiceP contains material (after A
movement)










‘Sipho teaches the children isiXhosa.’ (09/25/2019)
• We thus propose the structure in (29) for the example in (26).
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• Following Halpert (2015), the post-verbal position of the subject is derived by head-movement
of the verb to a position above VoiceP (not depicted).














• It turns out that external arguments that remain low still pass the relevant tests for sub-
























‘The child walked by itself.’ (10/03/2017)
2.5 The Morphological Causative Cannot Embed Passive
• Another sign that even the productive morphological causative does not merge so high as to
embed a VoiceP comes from the fact that the causative cannot attach outside of the passive




















‘Themba was made to dance by the people.’ (08/11/2016)
NOT: *‘Themba made there be dancing by people.’
• It’s clear that there’s nothing semantically ill-formed about the relevant reading, since it
can be expressed by the periphrastic causative construction, which involves a separate verb









‘Themba made there be dancing by people.’ (08/11/2016)
Important note about by phrases:
The ‘by’ phrase sometimes superficially resembles the instrumental preposition nga- found on
oblique causees, but cannot in fact be the same morpheme:
• Instrumental nga- is invariant up to the regular phonology of the language
• The by phrase preposition agrees with the noun class and number of its complement, with
some of the agreeing forms looking similar or identical to nga-, but others looking entirely
different
2.6 Local Conclusion
• isiXhosa causees, whether oblique or unmarked, fail to pattern like subjects in various ways.
In addition, the causative cannot embed the passive regardless of how the causee is encoded.
• The conclusion must be that both constructions are verb-selecting causatives: the case alter-
nation cannot be attributed to variation in the size of the verbal substructure the causative
morpheme embeds.
• Nor does it seem that the category of the complement is varying: an analysis along the lines
of Folli & Harley (2007) for Italian cannot extend to the isiXhosa alternation, since neither
involves the causative morpheme embedding a nominalized verb.
3 Why might HighApplP, but not SuperHighApplP, “count
as” a vP?
• Short Answer: I don’t know.
• Long Answer: I don’t know, but perhaps Appl always inherits a categorial feature from
its complement? This would lead us to expect High Appl (which merges directly with vP)
to be “more” verbish than Super High Appl (which merges above VoiceP).
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• There’s an obvious connection to pursue here with Wood & Marantz (2017), for whom all
argument-introducers reduce to a single one i*, with the properties we associate with Voice,
High Appl, etc., all resulting from i* inheriting categorial features from what it first-merges
with.
• But there are a number of important implementational issues that come up in pursuing this
(high up the list: distinguishing Voice from Super High Appl, and each of these from High
Appl), hence my short answer to this question above.
4 An Approach to Caus-Appl Mirror Principle Violations
4.1 The Problem, and a Possible Solution
• Consider an object control configuration like the following, in which an applicative appears











‘Themba begged Dallas to buy bread.’ (10/20/2017)
• Such configurations can be causativized, in which case an Appl-Caus order is allowed, which
is not surprising given the Mirror Principle and given the fact that the object controller here













‘Zoli made Themba beg Dallas to buy bread.’ (10/20/2017)
• Rather more surprising for the Mirror Principle is the fact that Caus-Appl order is also













‘Zoli made Themba beg Dallas to buy bread.’ (10/20/2017)
• There are a number of approaches to Mirror Principle violations in the literature (word-
Internal phrasal movement, post-syntactic operations, OT analyses in which Mirror is a
violable constraint which may be dominated by templatic affix ordering constraints, amongst
others).




– Claims of the form “the interaction of affixes X and Y {violates/obeys} the Mirror Prin-
ciple” are always made with some analysis of the syntactic and/or semantic properties
of X and Y in mind.
– Hence, it’s possible that at least some apparent Mirror Principle violations are illusions:
we’ve just misunderstood how one or both affixes actually work(s).
• A relatively recent subtradition in the analysis of Applicatives argues for precisely this: con-
trary to the tradition associated with Pylkkänen (2008), Appl sometimes is just an argument
licensor, rather than an argument introducer (see Paul & Whitman 2010; Georgala 2012;
Nie 2019).
• Suppose that this is true at least some of the time for High Appl in isiXhosa. Then, assuming
the analysis of isiXhosa causatives in Myler & Mali (To Appear), the structure for (40) could
be something like this:



















• Prediction: Apparent Mirror Principle violations involving Caus and Appl should always
involve Appl surfacing “higher” than it should if it were introducing the applied argument.
• This is true in the case above, and is compatible with all of the Caus-Appl interaction data
in isiXhosa that we have.
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4.2 An Excursus on Lexicalized Causatives
• As well as the syntactic causative and the productive morphological causative, there are also
lexicalized morphological causatives which have idiomatic interpretations.
• One case of this kind involves the verb -theth-, meaning ‘to speak’, the causative version of








‘Neil is making Dallas speak.’
‘Neil is scolding Dallas.’ (06/09/2016)
• We propose that the ambiguity of (42) is actually a structural ambiguity, with the idiomatic
meaning reflecting a structure where the causative merges directly with the root, and the lit-
eral meaning involving the causative selecting a larger verbal substructure which can contain
High ApplP.
























• This structural approach to the ambiguity in (42) predicts that the lexicalized causative and











‘Themba made Neil scold Dallas.’ (08/11/2016)
• Prediction: Appl-Caus ordering should be incompatible with the idiomatic reading.


















‘Neil made Dallas speak at a low level.’










‘Neil made Dallas speak at a low level.’
‘Neil scolded Dallas at a low level.’ (08/08/2016)
• Note: (And at last we return to the Mirror Principle) despite the difference in the hierarchi-
cal position of the applicative morpheme in (47) and (48), there is no change in the relative
order of the causee and the adverb even on the non-idiomatic reading, nor is there a change
in the scope of the adverb (it’s still modifying the speaking event, not the causing event).





















• High Appl can occur inside or outside of Caus because Caus c-selects something of category
‘v’ (and High Appl “counts” for this purpose, as we have seen).
• Because (at least some instances of) High Appl license their associated argument rather than
introducing it, Caus-Appl order can arise even when the applied argument is introduced lower
than Caus.
5 Semantic Sanity Check: Supporting the Taxonony
• Reassuringly, the Low vs. High Appl split as diagnosed by Caus-Appl ordering restrictions
dovetails nicely with the meanings we expect these categories to convey given Pylkkänen
(2008) (although the semantics is not an infallible predictor here, as is to be expected).
• Super High Applicatives in isiXhosa as diagnosed by obligatory Caus-Appl ordering have a
semantic unity to them.
(50) Cases of Low Appl (only Appl-Caus ordering possible)
a. The verb ‘send’
b. Directional Goals of (Unaccusative) Motion Verbs
c. Resultative Particle-like Interpretation
d. The Target of Hatred
(51) Cases of High Appl (both Appl-Caus and Caus-Appl ordering possible)
a. Benefactive Applicatives
b. Locative Applicatives
c. Directional Goals of (Unergative) Motion Verbs
d. Targets of Some Other Emotion Verbs
e. The Adverb phantsi ‘at a low level/volume’
f. Introducing an Object Controller
(52) Cases of Super High Appl (only Caus-Appl ordering possible)
a. Why questions
b. because of DP
• The rest of this section consists of examples illustrating the generalizations in (50), (51), and
(52), with occasional commentary on the structures involved (meant for reference/reassurance,
rather than to walk through now).
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5.1 If only Appl-Caus Ordering is Possible, then Appl = Low Appl






































‘Zoli made Themba send Dallas a pen.’ (10/19/2016)

























‘Zoli made Sarah approach the snake.’ (06/09/2016)
5.1.3 Resultative Particle-like Interpretation
• Satyo (1985, p.196-197) identifies only a couple of predicates which allow this use of the
applicative (-val- ‘to close’ and -tshix- ‘to lock’).
• This lexical restrictiveness makes sense if such cases of Appl are Low, since Low Appl is


























‘Why does Themba make the man lock up the cattle for the farmer?’ (08/17/16)
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5.1.4 The Target of Hatred
• The verb ‘to hate’ in isiXhosa consists of a verb stem meaning something like ‘to be annoyed’,
plus the applicative suffix.
• The addition of the applicative suffix adds an object to the structure, which is interpreted





























‘That experience made the boy hate samp.’
• A possible analysis of this verb is that it involves a low applicative in an unaccusative
configuration.
• Indeed, it could be that the -k at the end of the root is in fact a separate morpheme indicating
unaccusativity; -k occurs in such configurations elsewhere, notably in some anticausatives
in the language.























































‘Themba worked (on/at) the lake.’ (That is, he did lake-work; perhaps he was dredging







‘Themba worked at the lake.’ (He could have been doing anything, like writing a paper;









‘Zoli made Themba work at the lake.’ (Themba could have been doing anything, like









‘Zoli made Themba work at the lake.’ (Themba could have been doing anything, like
writing a paper; he just happened to do it at the lake.’) (CHECK DATE)
5.2.3 Directional Goals of (Unergative) Motion Verbs


































‘Zoli made Sarah tiptoe to the snake.’ (06/09/2016)
5.2.4 Targets of Some Other Emotion Verbs
• Perhaps strangely, verbs that take an optional applicative associated with the introduction
of the target of an emotion other than ‘to be annoyed/to hate’ act like high applicatives,
rather than low applicatives.
• Perhaps this difference is related to a morphosyntactic one: unlike ‘to be annoyed/to hate’,
other emotion verbs don’t display any morphological signs of unaccusativity (like the -k at






























‘The man will make the people rejoice over the money.’ (11/17/2016)
• The following is an interesting case of what Hyman (2003) would call “asymmetric compo-











‘Dallas is making [Themba happy for the girl].’ (08/26/2016)










‘Dallas is making [Themba happy for the girl].’ (08/26/2016)
NOT: *‘Dallas is [making the girl happy] for Themba.’
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‘Neil made Dallas speak at a low level.’










‘Neil made Dallas speak at a low level.’
‘Neil scolded Dallas at a low level.’ (08/08/2016)





































‘Zoli made Themba beg Dallas to buy bread.’ (10/20/2017)

































‘Why did the CEO make the boss fire the worker?’ (08/31/2016)
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5.3.2 because of DP
• For some reason, rationale DPs must follow the direct object, unlike most other applied


















‘The boss fired the worker for lateness.’ (08/31/2016)
• What is clear is that the applicative associated with such rationale DPs must follow the



































‘Why does the man lock up the cattle for the farmer?’ (08/08/16)
(96) Proposal 1: Appl Taxonomy in isiXhosa
a. -el1 instantiates Pylkkänen’s Low Appl.
b. -el2 instantiates Pylkkänen’s High Appl.
c. -el3 instantiates Super High Appl, an addition to the taxonomy found in Pylkkänen
(2008)
(97) Proposal 2: Caus˜Appl Interaction in isiXhosa
a. The productive morphological causative in isiXhosa is verb selecting in the sense of
Pylkkänen (2008) (selects something of category vP, rather than a VoiceP).
b. HighApplP "counts as" a vP in the relevant sense, but SuperHighApplP does not.
c. Mirror Principle Violations involving Caus-Appl order exist because High Appl is
sometimes a licensor rather than an argument-introducer.
21
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